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presentation

Change your Life, not the Planet
This is the theme of the Heart-Solidarity Campaign (JCS) 2019, responding to the call of Pope
Francis for ecological conversion, and supporting as well the joint work of persons, communities
and entities of the Augustinian Recollect Family actively working on integral ecology.
“now is the time to rediscover our vocation as children
of God, brothers and sisters, and stewards of creation.
now is the time to repent, to be converted and to return
to our roots. We are beloved creatures of God, who in his
goodness calls us to love life and live it in communion
with the rest of creation” (pope Francis, message for the
World day of prayer for the care of creation 2019).the
ecological crisis calls for an inner conversion. an ecological conversion is needed, which implies letting all the
consequences of their encounter with Jesus christ
spring up in their relations with the world around them.
"living the vocation to be protectors of God's work is an
essential part of a virtuous existence; it is not something
optional or a secondary aspect of the christian experience” (1) (laudato si, 217).

our campaign poster impels us to a concrete change of
life: recycle, consume responsibly, solve pollution, save
water... reminding us that poverty and environmental destruction go hand in hand, and warning us of the urgent
need to change, knowing that we are capable of making a
difference (2) (laudato si, 13).
in addition, this booklet includes a series of materials that
invite us to reflect and act, and are adapted to different
ages and contexts: schools, parishes, youth groups, organizations, etc. all these materials are available online:
www.arcores.org/jornada-de-corazon-solidario We hope
that the list of activities and proposals, prepared by specialists from six countries, will help us celebrate a meaningful solidarity day of the augustinian recollect family.

materials in this booklet
1. letter of the prior General, who con-

vokes the whole augustinian recollect
family for the day.

will be financially supported from the
collected amount of the campaign on
the occasion of Jcs 2019.

2. a brief background that frames the

ecological conversion, and serves as the
basis for the rest of the materials.
3. a simple ecological guide for parishes,

whose reference is included in the folder,
with a downloadable link.
4. proposal for an eco-guide for educa-

tional centres, the reference of which is
included in the folder, with a downloadable link.
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6. concrete projects from Guatemala,

the philippines and Venezuela, which
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5. brief first-person reflection on the

pan-amazonian synod, starting from the
reality of a diocese in the brazilian amazon region.

P R O P O S A L S

7. liturgical guide for the celebration of

the eucharist.
8. activity sheet adapted to the first cycle

of primary education, integrating environmental theme.
9. activity sheet for the second cycle of
primary school, integrating environmental theme.
10. a teaching unit for secondary school

pupils.
11. a recreational activity for youth

groups alligned to achieve the sustainable development objectives.
12. a video for the celebration, which
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links the augustinian motto for the
2019/2020 academic year: "Give what
you have so that you can receive what you
don’t have" (‘it is in giving that you will receive”), integrating ecological conversion.
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When can we do the
Heart - Solidarity Campaign?
the campaign starts from september 2019 until march
2020; the province/community can choose an appropriate date for the launching of the campaign according to
their characteristics, circumstances and calendar of activities, encouraging active participation among the members of our augustinian recollect Family. it is our hope
that we will be able to mobilize our religious, school and
parish communities, lay leaders, organizations and youth
groups to collectively respond on this campaign. “in this
ecological crisis affecting everyone, we should also feel
close to all other men and women of good will, called to
promote stewardship of the network of life of which we
are part” (pope Francis, message for the World day of
prayer for the care of creation 2019).

How to participate in the Heart-Solidarity
Campaign 2019?
the best way is to support the invitation made by the prior
General in his letter for the campaign:
• unite our hearts in prayer, praying the final prayer of
the encyclical laudato si’.
• use the materials described above for the day, and
make a specific gesture that expresses the care of our
common home.
• share the activity/s in your community, school, parish,

youth group, etc., through Facebook, twitter or instagram with the hashtag #jcs19; or email any material in
this address: communication@arcores.org
• collaborate financially with the projects presented in
this Heart-solidarity campaign 2019, depositing donations and contributions exclusively in one of the following bank accounts:

euro donation:
■ TiOwner: Curia Generalizia
dell´Ordine degli Agostiniani recolletti
iban: it76F0200805134000005401055
bic swift code: uncritm1731
banco unicredit
■ Owner: ARCORES-Red Solidaria Internacional
iban: es36 0075 0241 4806 0079 4829
bic swift code: popuesmm
banco santander

u.s. dollar donation:
■ Owner: ARCORES-Red Solidaria Internacional
iban: es19 0081 0640 6700 7199 0313
bic swift code: : bsabesbb
banco sabadell
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letter From tHe prior General

miGuel miró, oar
prior General of the order of augustinian recollects

Heart-Solidarity Campaign 2019
Dear brothers and sisters:
pope Francis urges us insistently to see what is happening in creation and reminds us that the cry of the earth
is the cry of the poor. the poor are, precisely, the human
face of the ecological crisis in which the world is immersed. they are the ones who "suffer the worst impact
of the climate crisis”1.
the violence that exists in the human heart, hurt by sin,
also manifests itself in the symptoms of illness that we
notice on the ground, in the water, in the air and in living
beings. For this reason, among the most abandoned and
mistreated poor, is our oppressed and devastated land,
which “groans and suffers birth pangs “(rm 8,22)2.
in addition, future generations are about to inherit from
us a world in ruins. children and young people should
not have to pay the cost of the irresponsibility of our
generation. in fact, as it is becoming more and more evident, young people are demanding change3.
therefore, amidst the diversity of cultures and social situations, the process of ecological conversion that requires spiritual sensitivity, discernment and openness to
attitudinal and behavioral changes is most needed. "it is
about the 'total conversion of the person' that springs
from the heart and opens up to a 'community conversion' recognizing its social and environmental links, that
is, an 'ecological conversion'". We are all called to "join
forces to take care of our common home together”4.
the synod for the amazon this coming october is an opportunity to become aware of the integral ecology that
we need: "a spirituality of communion ... to learn togeth-

1. pope Francis, address to participants at the meeting promoted by the dicastery for promoting integral Human development on the theme: the
energy transition and care of our common Home, casina pio iV, Vatican city (14 June 2019)
2. pope Francis, laudato si’ (ls), 2.
3. ls, 13.
4. preparatory document of the synod of bishops for the special assembly for the pan-amazon region: amazonia: new paths for the church and for
an integral ecology, no. 15.
5. preparatory document of the synod of bishops for the special assembly for the pan-amazon region: amazonia: new paths for the church and for
an integral ecology, no. 15.
6. st. augustine, the city of God, 11.24.
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er to accompany people, listen to their stories, participate in their life projects, sharing their spirituality and
assuming their struggles”5.
i invite the whole augustinian recollect Family and all
those - in the missions, parishes, schools and centers of
spirituality - to share with us their faith in christ, to listen
to the cry of creation and the cry of the poor. open your
heart to find christ and initiate that process of personal,
community and ecological conversion. if, as our father st.
augustine says, "the most Holy trinity is revealed to us in
creation,"6 the care of this is contemplation of God.
our Heart-solidarity campaign 2019 is directed towards this purpose - to rediscover the profound ecological dimension of our christian life, something that cannot be left in good intentions and beautiful words. the
major superiors will establish the most opportune date
to carry out this campaign in each country. This year I
dare to make three concrete proposals:
1. unite our hearts in prayer. Five years ago, pope
Francis published the encyclical letter laudato si’, on
the care of the common home. i suggest you pray the
final prayer of laudato si’, which i transcribe below.
2. read and use the campaign materials that have
been distributed and commit to a concrete gesture of
care for the common home. it can be clean up of
plastics project, tree planting, volunteering oneself
for the advocacy... every little gesture of this kind
means a lot and will move others to do the same. arcores6, when updated of your initiatives, will take
charge of sharing them for mutual encouragement
and more commitments.
3. participate financially in the humanitarian projects
as proposed in the Heart-solidarity campaign 2019
under the auspices of the arcores, the international solidarity network of the augustinian recollect
family. Kindly follow the instructions included in the
campaign material.
in Jesus of nazareth we will find the inspiration and the
strength to take on the great challenge of approaching the
poor, of loving them and helping them with simplicity. let
the words of the Gospel resonate within us: "What you did
to one of these poorest brothers, you did it to me" (mt 25,
31). think of the saints of yesterday and today: all have
been characterized by responding with their prayer, creativity and generosity to the needs of their time.

rome, June 21, 2019.

prayer
may the lord infuse us with his spirit to assume our
commitments to hear the cry of the earth and the cry of
the poor, inspired by Jesus’ love to care God’s creation;
may He grant us a heart of solidarity, loving the poorest
and the most needy. united in prayer (ls, 246):
Father, we praise you with all your creatures.
they came forth from your all-powerful hand.
they are yours,
filled with your presence and your tender love.
praise be to you!
son of God, Jesus,
through you all things were made.
You were formed in the womb of mary our mother,
you became part of this earth,
and you gazed upon this world with human eyes.
today you are alive in every creature
in your risen glory.
praise be to you!
Holy spirit, by your light
you guide this world towards the Father’s love
and accompany creation as it groans in travail.
You also dwell in our hearts
and you inspire us to do what is good.
praise be to you!
triune lord,
wondrous community of infinite love,
teach us to contemplate you
in the beauty of the universe,
for all things speak of you.
awaken our praise and thankfulness
for every being that you have made.
Give us the grace to feel profoundly joined
to everything that is.
God of love,
show us our place in this world
as channels of your love
for all the creatures of this earth,
for not one of them is forgotten in your sight.
enlighten those who possess power and money
that they may avoid the sin of indifference,
that they may love the common good, advance the weak,
and care for this world in which we live.
the poor and the earth are crying out.
“o lord, seize us with your power and light,
help us to protect all life,
to prepare for a better future,
for the coming of your Kingdom
of justice, peace, love and beauty”.
praise be to you! amen.
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rationale

Responding to the
Call of Integral Ecology
The reality of suffering in the world directed Pope Francis1 to put all his efforts in calling
for ‘solidarity’ in tripartite direction: human, natural and socio-economic. He calls for a
“new and universal solidarity,” where people, institutions, organizations and even countries
must work together to stop the destruction of humanity and environment. Pope Francis
identified the interconnectivity of all these, he calls this “integral ecology”2; parallel to the
call in addressing the social, ecological, political and cultural imbalances “an approach to
ecology which respects our unique place as human beings in this world and our relationship
to our surroundings”3. Indeed, the problem is not just ecological, with potentially
catastrophic impacts cascading through financial, political and social systems4.

the recoletos communitarian charism rests vibrantly in
our active presence in the peripheries, where we encounter Jesus5 in our service to others. arcores international since its inception, adopted the sustainable
development Goals as our social response program in
aligning the way we respond and help the poor communities always in the spirit of the social teachings of the
church.
arcores international seeks essentially to embark the
year 2020 with the following:
-to propose a collective encounter with Jesus in our
diverse social response as a way of responding to the
urgency of social and ecological imbalance affecting
the lives of our people in the peripheries.

- to encourage communitarian action among our religious, communities and partners to embrace a consistent conversion of heart and spirit
- to align our resources to care for our common
home, to be shared as a way of our consistent proclamation of the Gospel in the realities of human suffering affecting nature, communities and societies.

Embracing Ecological Conversion
our unique ministry in arcores enables us to embrace
contemporary social realities, where “injustices abound
and growing numbers of people are deprived of basic
human rights and considered expendable,”6 situating
our strategic response of working for the common good

1. in the year 2015, pope Francis published his first social encyclical, entitled, laudato si’: on the care of our common Home, a definitive document
highlighting the ecological damages impacting nature, people and society; and as well, imploring integral ecology as a way of responding to social crisis.
2. laudato si’, the chapter Four (¶¶ 137-162) of the encyclical is all about integral ecology. to be cited in the following notes as ls.
3. ls, supra note 2, ¶ 15.
4. undrr, Global assessment report on disaster risk reduction, 2019, Geneva, switzerland, united nations office for disaster risk reduction
(undrr), p. 55. https://gar.unisdr.org/sites/default/files/reports/2019-05/full_gar_report.pdf.
5. pope Francis, message to caritas internationalis
6. ls,¶ 18.
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and justice. our pastoral work and our missionaries are
witnesses and are involved in these frontiers—those in
the amazon and in other territories where we share and
build communion with the face of Jesus since the beginnings of the missions and until today. pope Francis will
be convening the synod of the amazonia this october
6-27, 2019 as part of the continuing discernment of
laudato si’, with the purpose of examining and taking
ground concrete actions on climate emergency, on the
ongoing threats happening on the lives of the indigenous peoples and of the remaining forests in the amazonia in latin america, in the congo basin in africa,
south asian forest and in many island nations.
ecological conversion, is our response to the urgency of
the challenge, an education in ecological citizenship and
an ethical and spiritual itinerary to reduce our footprint
and reverse the deterioration of the natural and social
environment.
We need ecological conversion “whereby the effects of
their encounter with Jesus christ become evident in
their relationship with the world around them… living
our vocation to be protectors of God’s handiwork is essential to a life of virtue…”7 this conversion presupposes change, we need to work together. every individual,
as a community and as an institution.
Growing in the spirit of ecological conversion:
- examining our personal impacts – living laudato si’
starts with personal conversion. let the care for the
poor and care for nature beat the heart of every religious, every missionary, each lay member of our
recoletos family, every youth in our ministries, every
parishioner. time to examine our personal waste, our
consumption and our very life. “only by cultivating
sound virtues will people be able to make a selfless
ecological commitment.”8 let each one bring to life
the message of laudato si.’
- fomenting communitarian involvement – in his message to our capitular fathers in the year 2016, pope

Francis urged us to be creators of communion, challenging us to deepen our augustinian commitment,
calling us to examine our priorities of the many ministries we have responded. How involved are our
communities to the many social challenges? laudato
si’ allows us to assimilate interconnectedness in our
relationship with nature, people and now our
charism—let us bring meaning in our being creators
of communion collectively as possible as we respond
to environmental and social crisis.
- welcoming institutional change – We bring as much
meaning to the church and the people of God, when
we integrally embrace of care for our common home
into our leadership structure—present in the faces of
the suffering humanity where our communities are
situated. and so it is urgent that we change our sense
of progress, our management of the economy, and
our style of life.9

Way Forward: Responding to
Ecological and Social Imbalance
Globally there is a call to declare ecological emergency,
it is not anymore preparing for the climate and social crisis, it is already present in our midst. the climate impacts affected the most vulnerable communities, where
our ministries are also present. it is our commitment to
take action and be able to sustainably solve the ecological and social imbalances, we need to take part in responding to the ecological emergency with urgency,
seeing in the creatures the mark of the God who is Good
and love.10
responding to ecological and social injustice, impelled
us to an ecological conversion based on the following
pillars:
CARE. care for creation essentially defines the totality of our purpose to act as stewards for an integral
social&environmental commitment, committing to a
stewardship rooted in our love for God and people,

7. ls, ¶ 217.
8. ls, ¶ 211.
9. the pope’s Video about care for creation, Global catholic climate movement (February 2016), http://catholicclimatemovement.global/pope-video/.
10. rodolfo arteaga natividad, la creacion en los comentarios de san agustin al Genesis, mayeutica, 1994, navarra, spain, p. 317.
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rationale

creation is the result of God’s love, pouring «out of the
largeness of His bounty» (abundantiam beneficentiae)11 “since human beings are part of the ecosystems which facilitate the relationships that give life to
our planet, caring for them – given that everything is
interconnected – is fundamental to promoting the
dignity of each individual, the common good of society, social progress, and care for the environment.”12
CONNECTEDNESS. We need to connect our faith
and our concern for humanity, our solidarity and our
communitarian relevance is demanded in the church
and in society, everything is interconnected, and that
genuine care for our own lives and our relationships
with nature is inseparable from fraternity, justice and
faithfulness to others.13
CONCRETENESS. the 17 sustainable development Goals (sdGs) offer concrete responses to our
global problems, the goals “are a call for action by all
countries – poor, rich and middle-income – to promote prosperity while protecting the planet. they recognize that ending poverty, our main challenge as Human beings nowadays, must go hand-in-hand with
strategies that build economic growth and address a
range of social needs including education, health, social protection, and job opportunities, while tackling
climate change and environmental protection.”14 the
un sdGs will serve as our guide in aligning our diverse social projects, without affecting our identity
Gospel-rooted and people proximity-based, providing our life project with a concrete solution-based
approach.

cern, and act for an integral solidarity as arcores,
from among our local, national and international
branches—offering communitarian solutions rooted
in authentic-concern and action-driven kind of solidarity “solidarity means the implementation of effective tools that are able to fight environmental
degradation and poverty at the same time… to make
the best possible use of the human, natural and socio-economic resources that are most readily available at the local level, in order to ensure their longterm sustainability.”15

conclusión
ecological conversion cannot be reduced to a
series of urgent and partial responses to the
immediate problems of pollution, environmental
decay and the depletion of natural resources.
there needs to be a distinctive way of looking at
things, a way of thinking, policies, an educational
programme, a lifestyle and a spirituality16
arcores invites you to go deeper in your
ecological conversion on your personal,
communitarian and social level, no matter you are
involve on educational field17 ministerial
apostolate field18 or social action field19,
knowing that first, it entails gratitude and
gratuitousness20 attitudes.

COMMITMENTS. as a network, promoting our
common integral response; we commit to listen, dis-

11. mark rochelle F. renacia, contemporary ecology and augustine on creation, Gn. litt. 1, 7, 13.
12. preparatory document for the synod on pan-amazonia: new paths for the church and for an integral ecology, ¶ 15.
13. ls, ¶ 70.
14. united nations (un), https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/.
15. pope Francis, message to the european union, http:// w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/ speeches/2015/september/documents/ papafrancesco_20150916_ministri- ambiente-unione-europea.html).
16. ls 111
17. ecological sustainability Guide for educational centers
18. eco-parish Guide
19. https://www.arcores.org/jornada-de-corazon-solidario/
20. ls 220
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bisHop Jesús cizaurre, oar
bishop of bragança do pará

reFlection

The Synod will help us understand the serious
environmental problem of the Amazon
What does the Synod for the
Amazon mean for your Diocese?
the synod for the amazon was an aspiration of all the dioceses of amazonia, both
brazilian and from other countries. When
the brazilian bishops, on the occasion of
World Youth day, met pope Francis in rio
de Janeiro, we suggested this synod to the
pope as an opportunity to think about
amazonia and its problems. that is why
the convocation did not totally surprise us.
the diocese of bragança do pará is located in the amazon, although it has some
characteristics different from other dioceses. For example, we don't have big rivers,
and our locomotion for the seat of the
parishes is almost all on asphalt roads; a good part of the
forests no longer exist, and instead we see fields, although
their people are typically amazonian.
the synod has aroused interest in our people, because
it is preceded by a general consultation, listening to the
people at all levels: in ecclesial communities, pastorals,
parishes and also in society, especially in universities.
in these listening sessions, the people have had the opportunity to point out the most important problems,
both in the environmental aspect and in the area of
evangelization.
For our diocese this synod is important, first because the
titular bishop will have to participate in the synod; also,
because we expect some practical solution for the theme
of the eucharist in the communities, concretely, on the
theme of the ordination of married men, which already
appears in the instrumentum laboris.

What do you expect from the Synod in
relation to the preservation/protection of
the Amazon and its inhabitants?
on the subject of environmental preservation, i believe
that the issue has been well placed when dealing with

integral ecology, which also includes
the people who live in the amazon.
it is good to remember that more
than 25 million people live in the
brazilian amazon.
i believe that the synod, as pope
Francis did previously with laudato
si', will help us understand the
serious environmental problem of
the amazon, although personally i
am a little pessimistic about this
issue. For a long time we have been
losing the environmental war. the
forests are diminishing every year
because of the strength of the
capitalists. the official numbers
deceive more than they show the
cruel reality. the government has no interest in
preserving; on the contrary, it encourages and
finances the destruction of the amazon forest. i fear
that the voice of the synod denouncing the irrational
and unsustainable exploration of the amazon will be
quickly extinguished.

How do you think the Synod can help the
members of the Augustinian Recollect
family who do not live in the Amazon?
the synod, although it bears the title of the amazon, is for
the whole church, and the reflections, both on integral
ecology and on evangelization, i believe will be timely contributions for the dioceses and for all christians. the
theme of amazonia has always awakened in all of us,
members of the augustinian recollect family, a very great
interest, because many of our friars and lay people have
passed through our houses in amazonia and the prelatures of marajó and lábrea, and have experienced the difficulties that are being experienced, knowing the social
and ecclesial reality, in solidarity with those who evangelize there.
i believe that the synod can help our recollect family to
deepen the concept of evangelization and its urgency in a
world that, in many cases, is no longer in need of God.
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proJects

■ proJect #01

Support for three actions of Arcores
Philippines' integral ecology program
ARCORES Philippines is, without a doubt, a
reference for the Augustinian Recollect family in
the care of creation and ecological justice. The
program it currently develops is articulated on
environmental education, the fight against climate
change (decarbonization and climate change
adaptation), the promotion of renewable energy
(especially for rural communities and the victims of
natural disasters), the reduction of waste and the
responsible use of water.
the program adapts the projects to the different contexts in which arcores philippines operates: communities, schools, parishes and society in general. a key to
success is the generation of partnerships with public authorities, dioceses, national and international nGos. below, we present three projects included in this program,
which apply for funding through the Heart of solidarity
day 2019. they are also an example that can be repli-

cated in other countries, relying - if desired - on the advice of arcores philippines.

Rainwater collection system to guarantee
access to drinking water on the island of
Casian
casian is a small island off the north coast of palawan island
in the western philippine archipelago. For the last ten years,
the augustinian recollects have been carrying out their
missionary and human promotion work on this island and
on fifteen other smaller islands in the surrounding area.
like so many remote places in the philippines, casian island lacks an available water supply system. the inhabitants depend on the main island, in the municipality of
taytay, for drinking water, distance and separation from
the island make the water too expensive for residents: a
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un sustainable Goal on environmental concern. arcores philippines pledges to plant and cultivate
250,000 endangered philippine trees and mangroves
by 2030.
it aims to cultivate endangered and endemic philippine
trees and local fruit trees. the program includes livelihood
infusion and agricultural training for students from
schools and universities on cebu island; parish leaders in
the archdiocese of cebu under the commission on environment; members of religious congregations; and businesses and employees in the mactan economic zone who
are engaged as active partners in the biodiversity project.
the project includes the planting of 8,000 trees (including training in climate change and preserving the biodiversity of participants), at a cost of 10,500 €.

gallon (3.785 litres) costs pHp 20. this price makes the
water really unaffordable for poor fishermen and farmers on casian island, who earn less than 20,000
pHp/month. in response to this need, arcores, together with the casian island community, is proposing a
rainwater "harvester" for casian island. the use of rainwater harvesters, at the household level, is common in
remote communities on the ar islands in the philippines, especially in areas with higher salinity content.
arcores philippines has extensive successful experience in implementing these water harvesting systems.
this project will benefit the 4,350 inhabitants of casian,
thus ensuring that all families on the island have access
to safe water, improved health, hygiene and food security. the project budget is 10,900 €

Tree Growing in ECO-PARK Sites, to fight
climate change and preserve biodiversity
arcores philippines has launched the one Heart for
nature initiative, which supports the planting and care
of trees, mainly in the recoletos ecological park of the
university of san Jose – recoletos on the island of cebu, and of the recoletos eco-park of the university of
negros occidental – recoletos in don salvador benedicto; for marine protection and mangrove growing of
the apo mission community in negros oriental and
casian island in palawan. all within the framework of the

Mobile Environmental Education in
Grassroots Communities: Biyaheng
Kalikasan -"Ecological Journey"
“ecological Journey” is a mobile environmental education initative for Grassroots communities using the
"earth bus" of the recoletos institute for disaster and
environmental management (ridem) of the university
of san Jose – recoletos. the “earth bus” is a bus transformed into a fully-equipped mobile educational space
with multi-media materials on environmental formation,
serving as an alternative mobile learning space for communities and educational centers. the “earth bus” travels to communities imparting and sharing ecological formation and practices.
the “ecological Journey” has two component objectives;
first, to promote eco-values Formation related to biodiversity protection & conservation, and climate action &
adaptation; secondly, to advocate a sustainable environmental experiential learning in the communities affected by disasters and climate impacts (eco-practices,
environmental planning, capability building, social enterprise and community work). the " ecological Journey"
is a unique ecological initiative in the philippines.
through this project, twelve " ecological Journeys" will
be undertaken, benefitting 600 people, mostly children
and young students affected by climate disasters, at a
total cost of €12,400. it includes the delivery of a package of educational materials and learning sessions for
each participant.
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proJects

■ proJect #02

Solving Waste and Garbage problem in Colonia
Santa Fe, and eradicating polluted landfills
La Colonia Santa Fe, located in Zone 13 of the
Capital City, is one of the 25 zones in the capital of
Guatemala, it is a residential neighbourhood
located in the south of the international airport La
Aurora. The people of Santa Fe is suffering from
poverty, due to lack of employment especially
among young people; violence; and the lack of
basic services, such as health and cleanliness.
Consequently, this has affected Zone 13, the
Auxiliary Mayor's Office failed to provide the
garbage collection service from house to house,
due to economic reasons.
santa Fe is bordered on its southern end by a ravine. this
ravine has become a garbage dump for the residents, alternatively using the area because of the failure of the mayor’s
office to solve the garbage problem. the ravine in question
is one among the many landfills that are in the southern part
of the capital city. What is damaging about this situation is
that all of areas are part of the basin that, with the consequent severe contamination of tons of garbage, flows into
lake amatitlán, polluting the city's future water source.
the asociación Águilas de santa Fe, organized by lay augustinian recollects, works in the colony of santa Fe in an
integral project, providing education to children, young
people and adults; giving formation for employment,
sports, health and ecology. all these programs have the
participation of the local community, contributing to the
growth of the social fabric, which drives its own development in close collaboration with the municipality.

Águilas de santa Fe has formed an "ecological brigade"
made up of young people who, with the support and participation of the local community and led by the comité
único de barrio (cub), work in activities such as beautification, garbage collection, recycling and campaigns to reject the use of duroport (foamed plastic material whose
factory is very close) and some other types of plastic.
With this initiative, Águilas de santa Fe proposes, with
the Heart-solidarity campaign, to launch this valuable
project, specifically, the purchase and installation of a
garbage container to address the problem of garbage
collection in the locality, assisting the auxiliary mayor's
office in this concern. the activities included in the
project are:
1) agreement with the auxiliary mayor's office to ensure the collection of garbage, three times a week.
2) purchase and installation of the container in a location agreed between the local community and the auxiliary mayor's office.
3) awareness campaign for the residents to throw their
garbage in the container and avoid throwing it in the
canyon; providing formative aid like: talks, videos and
graphic materials.
4) enrolment of the boys, girls and young people who
are assisting the headquarters of the association, making them ambassadors of good will and involving them
in the house-to-house awareness campaign about the
benefits and productivity of the project.
the aim is to make colonia santa Fe and, therefore, the
asociación Águilas de santa Fe an example of a successful initiative in combating and addressing the pollution
problem of lake amatitlán (the most important source of
safe water for the future of the capital city of Guatemala),
while demonstrating with facts the effectiveness of the
"ecological brigade" as an agent of ecological conversion
of the Águilas de santa Fe colony.
Project beneficiaries:
All residents of Colonia Santa Fe.
Project cost: 10,000 USAD
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■ proJect #03

The "United with Venezuela" program serves
thousands of people affected by the country's crisis
In September 2017, ARCORES Venezuela launched
the UNITED WITH VENEZUELA program: "A Light of
Hope”, to which we have united together, through the
ARCORES International network, all of us who are
part of the Augustinian Recollect Family.

the hundreds of volunteers: religious, raY/Jar members, members of Fraternities and parish groups, who
feel that their commitment to solidarity contributes effectively to alleviating the suffering of so many families
who struggle daily to survive.

responding to such a deep, generalized and prolonged
crisis is not easy. However, arcores Venezuela has
been able to organize itself, motivate the whole augustinian recollect family in Venezuela and in all the places
where we are present, and grow incessantly in the services of the program, from fifteen - at the beginning - to
thirty at the present time, with the hope that there will
be thirty-two before the end of 2019.

in order to feed the thousands of people who come to
the "solidarity pots", to offer health services and to educate hundreds of children, the international network
arcores has committed itself through a remarkable
economic effort. in 2019 they are proposing almost
100,000 €, which represents approximately 70% of the
total cost of the services. the remaining 30% is contributed by arcores Venezuela.

the program is "a light of Hope" for more than eight
thousand five hundred people (8,500) - especially children and the elderly - who live in fifteen localities in
eight states of the country. it is also a reason for hope for

as a means of sustaining this commitment, since 2017
we have included unidos con Venezuela in the corazón
solidario conference, with the objective of achieving
30,000 €.
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Liturgical Guide for the
Heart-Solidarity Campaign 2019
OPENING PRAYER
brothers and sisters: We gather to celebrate the eucharist
on this day when, as an augustinian recollect family, we
unite our hearts in solidarity with the "common home",
the earth in the first place, to give thanks to God for all
creation, fruit of his love and manifestation of his infinite
generosity. and also, to recognize with humility that we
have not exercised with responsibility our stewardship on
everything created, and to ask the lord to continue to
make the works of our hands bear fruit, in the creation of
an ever more just world.

work of creation to us so that we would take care of it
and make it prosper, thus making us responsible for the
earth, the common home of all. let us make our own
the praise of the psalmist and praise God by saying:
How marvelous is your name, o lord, in all the earth!

FIRST READING
God taught us to care for creation
reading from the book of Genesis 2,4b-9.15-17.
PSALM 8:1-8
How marvelous is your name, o lord, in all the earth!

SECOND READING
ENTRANCE ANTIPHON
let us sing and chant for our God; let us thank Him for
all His benefits in the name of Jesus christ, our lord (cf.
ef. 5, 19-20).

From the beginning until now, the entire creation
has been groaning in a great act of waiting for
redemption.
reading from the letter of the apostle paul to the
romans 8,18-25

PRAYER
lord God, Father full of love,
that you gave to our fathers in israel
a good, fertile soil,
so that in her they would find rest and well-being,
and with the same love
you give us the strength to care creation,
and draw from it our progress and sustenance;
in thanking you for all your wonders,
we ask you that your light
make us always discover
that it was you, and not our power,
who has given us the strength
to create the riches of the earth.
through our lord Jesus christ. amen.

PRAYER BEFORE READINGS
the Word of God that we will hear and meditate on
shows us how God, from the beginning, has created the
universe with power, and in his infinite wisdom he
arranges the order of all things, so that they develop
their function. in his plan of benevolence, he gave the

GOSPEL
Learning to trust God as nature does
+ reading of the Holy Gospel according to matthew
6,25-34

PRAYERS OF THE FAITHFUL
trusting in God, who cares with solicitude for all whom
he has created and redeemed with the blood of his son,
let us invoke him, saying:
Answer, O Lord, the longing of your people.
For the holy church of God, for pope Francis, for our
bishop n____, and for all pastors: that they may tirelessly
promote among people peace, justice and respect for
creation. let us pray to the lord.
creator of the universe, whose son, on coming to this
world, wanted to work with his own hands: remember
the workers who earn their bread with the sweat of
Jesus’ face. let us pray to the lord.
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You o lord, our creator, assigned for us to care the earth
with our stewardship, make our work glorify you and
sanctify our brothers and sisters. let us pray to the lord.
our creator, you wanted our intelligence to investigate
the secrets of nature, may the sciences contribute in
repairing the damage we have done to creation. let us
pray to the lord.
For our public officials and those under their care, that
they may progress in peace, freedom and harmony, and
that life may be respected in all its forms. let us pray to
the lord.
For those who are unemployed and are suffering in
poverty and misery, that God may free them from their
sufferings and find in all christians the gestures of
authentic charity. let us pray to the lord.
For all of us who are celebrating this eucharist that we
may all work tirelessly to end the suffering of those who
live in poverty, and for the care of God's entire creation.
let us pray to the lord.
After the prayers of the faithful, the celebrant, with
outstretched arms, pronounces the following
prayer of blessing:
blessed are you, almighty God,
creator of heaven and earth;
we recognize your glory
in the immensity of the celestial space
and the smallest germ in life,
that sprouts from the womb of mother earth.
in the events and rhythms of nature
you continue the work of creation.
Your limitless providence
extends to the great cosmic ages,

and the brief passing of days, months and years.
to your children, made in your image
and regenerated in christ for a new life,
you trust the wonders of the universe,
and infuse them with your spirit,
so that, faithful interpreters of your plan of love,
reveal their hidden potential
and preserve their wise harmony.
For the good of all.
extend, Father,
your hand on us,
for us to make real progress
in justice and fraternity,
without ever boasting about our strength.
teach us to govern,
in respect for man and creation,
with the instruments of science and technology,
and to share the fruits of the earth and of labor
with the little ones and the poor.
take care of our common home,
so they don't happen again because of us.
the catastrophes of nature and history.
accept, with bread and wine for the eucharist,
the gifts that your people present to you.
Grant to all your children
enjoyment of your continued protection,
and make the society of our time
embrace the horizons of true civilization,
in christ the new man.
to you, the kingdom, the power and the glory,
in the unity of the Holy spirit
through christ our lord,
now and for ever and ever.
amen.
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liturGical Guide

OFFERING
BREAD AND WINE: the bread and Wine, fruits of the
earth and of our labor, we present to your altar, lord, as an
offering so that, in becoming the body and blood of your
son Jesus christ, they may be for us food of salvation and
eternal life.
FOOD: You gave us, lord, stewardship over all things of

creation. in presenting these foods to You, we thank You
that You continue to take care of us, and provide what is
necessary for us to live. may there be no lack of food on
our tables.
PLANT: Just as this plant was only a seed when we
planted it; and You, o God, have made it grow, we also
offer our life on Your altar, aware that we are, move and
exist only in You.
PRAYER ON OFFERINGS
We offer you, lord, this sacrifice of praise
in thanksgiving for the gifts you have given us;
help us to recognize that it is your gift
what we have received undeserving of it.
through Jesus christ our lord.

PREFACE V DOMINICAL
ORDINARY TIME
The wonders of creation
V/:the lord be with you.
r/. and with your spirit.
V/. let us lift up your hearts.
r/. We lift them up to the lord.
V/. let us give thanks to the lord our God.
r/. it is right and just.
it is truly right and just, our duty and our salvation,
always and everywhere to give you thanks, Father most holy,
through your beloved son, Jesus christ,
your Word through whom you made all things,
whom you sent as our savior and redeemer,
incarnate by the Holy spirit and born of the Virgin.
Fulfilling your will and gaining for you a holy people,
he stretched out his hands as he endured his passion,
so as to break the bonds of death and manifest the
resurrection.
and so, with the angels and all the saints
we declare your glory,
as with one voice we acclaim:
Holy, Holy, Holy lord God of hosts.
Heaven and earth are full of your glory.
Hosanna in the highest.
blessed is he who comes in the name of the lord.
Hosanna in the highest.
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COMMUNION ANTIPHON
the earth has yielded its harvest; God, our God, blesses
us. (ps 67,7)

FINAL PRAYER
lord, you who have gathered us around this table
where you build your family on unity and love;
Give us strength, so that, with our commitment,
We may cooperate in creating the earthly city,
and work ceaselessly for the coming of your kingdom.
through Jesus christ our lord.

PRAYER OF OUR EARTH
BY POPE FRANCIS
all-powerful God, you are present in the whole universe
and in the smallest of your creatures.
You embrace with your tenderness all that exists.
pour out upon us the power of your love,
that we may protect life and beauty.
Fill us with peace, that we may live
as brothers and sisters, harming no one.
o God of the poor,
help us to rescue the abandoned and forgotten of this
earth,
so precious in your eyes.

bring healing to our lives,
that we may protect the world and not prey on it,
that we may sow beauty, not pollution and destruction.
touch the hearts
of those who look only for gain
at the expense of the poor and the earth.
teach us to discover the worth of each thing,
to be filled with awe and contemplation,
to recognize that we are profoundly united
with every creature
as we journey towards your infinite light.
We thank you for being with us each day.
encourage us, we pray, in our struggle
for justice, love and peace. (laudato si', 246)

FINAL BLESSING
The priest concludes the celebration with a
blessing on the people:
creator God, Joined to the incarnate son Jesus, present
in this eucharist, the whole universe gives thanks to you.
may this celebration today be a source of light and
motivation for our concerns for the environment,
directing us to care for all creation (ls 236) we ask this
through christ our lord, amen.
liturgical script
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actiVities

actiVitY sHeet. FIRST CYCLE OF PRIMARY EDUCATION

caring our Waters
Focusing on the care of the environment, our Augustinian Recollect educational ministry is
oriented to form our students with an ecological culture to care and respect nature, encouraging
active participation of the entire community, to undertake actions that help care and use water
responsibly, promoting a culture of restoration and care of this important resource. Where does
all this you see coming from but from the one that you don't see? (St. Augustine, S. 126.4).

RATIONALE
since our educational ministry is part of the augustinian
recollect family, it is our mission to foster relationships
and collaboration in order to share practices that foster
the learning of the care of our environment and, consequently, of our mother earth: all nature is a good (s.
13,4). by means of a committed participation, the objectives proposed in the activities for the care of the wa-

ACTIONS FOR WATER CARE
■ ACTIVITY: Water with water!
■ THEME: Water care.
■ OBJECTIVES:
• identify actions that contribute to water care.
• discover and practice measures to avoid wasting water.
• use eco-certified and organic products, avoiding pollution
and water wastage.
■ KEY CONCEPTS:
• saving, water footprint and biodegradable products.
■ PRODUCTS: cleaners that prevent water pollution.
■ SUSTAINABLE ATTITUDES:
• recognize and act in favor of water care.
• be responsible for not wasting or polluting water.

ter can be obtained. they aim to encourage and promote the responsible use of this resource, as well as
providing the opportunity to reflect on the impact of our
actions on nature, in order to adopt a responsible and
participatory stance in the care of the environment and
health. “access to safe drinkable water is a basic and
universal human right, since it is essential to human survival and, as such, is a condition for the exercise of other human rights” (laudato si’, 30).
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actiVitY For tHe daY oF Heart-solidaritY
The activity proposed to be carried out in the
Grade School level with the theme WATER CARE.
You will become aware, with the following video about
the importance of taking care of water:
https://youtu.be/c6WQ7uY5W7o
it will motivate you, with this song:
https://youtu.be/i9mnt5clcxQ

classroom. it is delivered to the Grade school department on the date indicated by the teachers of the cycle.
the video considered most creative will be used to implement the water care campaign in Grade school department, and will be reinforced with posters, motivational messages and proposals presented by the
winning group. this, with the aim of working throughout
the school year, supporting the ecological organization,
in the school that has it, or with the creation of a similar
team where it does not exist.

ACTIVITY
biblioGrapHical reFerences

each classroom will make a sketch (several examples
are included in the video) or water care campaign video
and their ideas for achieving it in the Grade school level. the video will be recorded by the teacher; one per

https://youtu.be/i9mnt5clcxQ

▲

https://youtu.be/c6WQ7uY5W7o

• p. carlos e. cardona s. oar (1998), itinerario agustiniano, 10.000
pensamientos de san agustín, santafé de bogotá, d. c. editorial Kimpres ltda.
• pope Francis. encyclical letter«laudato si’», may 24th. 2015.

▲
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actiVities

actiVitY sHeet. SECOND CYCLE OF GRADE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

united, not divided
The development of an environmental education with a systematized approach entails actions that
implement an organized system addressing environmental education in the school, integrated into
current environmental needs: “When we speak of the ‘environment’, what we really mean is a
relationship existing between nature and the society which lives in it” (Laudato Si', 139). The
importance of the development of environmental activities in an institution rich in learning situations,
which also implies an important investment of time and resources, requires a planning and
organization process, as well as the maximization of its resources, in a way that favors the drive of an
efficient environmental education within the educational context and its environment.

RATIONALE

ACTIONS FOR
RECYCLING, REUSE
AND REDUCTION
OF WASTE
■ ACTIVITY: united, not disorganized.
■ THEME: benefits of waste segregation.
■ OBJECTIVES:
• identify the importance of sorting waste.
• recognize if all garbage is the same or if it
should be segregated in a better way.
• promote awareness campaigns on how to
recycle, reuse and reduce various wastes.
■ KEY CONCEPTS: organic waste and
inorganic waste.
■ PRODUCTS: program to recycle, reuse and
reduce garbage.
■ SUSTAINABLE ATTITUDES:
• contribute to the classification of garbage.
• disseminate the importance of segregating
garbage.

With the purpose of promoting environmental and ecological
pedagogical activities that achieve, among other goals, to
adapt the pedagogical and curricular units to proposed objectives that involve all academic areas; to integrate the implementation of agreements and common strategies to improve
the environmental integration; to cultivate the development of
attitudes, actions and behaviors in accordance with the environmental demands required in their situation; to attend with
special care the formative mission of the learner and the educational community, which makes it possible to generate solutions of environmental impact through a collective effort.
“We have not yet managed to adopt a circular model of production capable of preserving resources for present and
future generations, while limiting as much as possible the
use of non-renewable resources, moderating their consumption, maximizing their efficient use, reusing and recycling them.” (laudato si', 22).
there is a school community - 3rd Grade primary - aware of
the environmental problems that exist in their environment.
therefore, it seeks to actively participate in improving the environment, through proper recycling of waste and establishing
responsible consumption patterns. there is no nature that is
not part of God or created by God; and, in this way, every nature - no matter what species it may be - insofar as nature is
good (rJ 1,8,36).
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actiVitY For tHe daY oF Heart-solidaritY
The activity proposed to be carried out in Primary
School, with the theme REDUCING OF RESIDUES,
is the following.

help of their teacher, they will record it, and in this way
each group will have a song that they will present to the
elementary department, the day set for the activity.

it will promote awareness of students with the video and
song shown below, which seek to reduce, reuse and recycle, and show the importance of doing so.

the most creative song will be chosen, and it will be the
song that will be used to promote the campaign to separate the waste in each classroom in the department.
the aim is to work throughout the school year, supporting the environmental group, in the school that has it, or
the creation of a similar team where it does not exist.
the following video is presented as an example for the
activity. https://youtu.be/jeWabiuiu5m

https://youtu.be/m3z-Ypsumow
https://youtu.be/gKb_7mupxt4
after showing the video and playing the song, the next
activity will take place.

biblioGrapHical reFerences

ACTIVITY
each classroom will change the lyrics of a familiar song,
inviting primary school students to recycle. With the

https://youtu.be/gKb_7mupxt4

▲

https://youtu.be/m3z-Ypsumow

• p. carlos e. cardona s. oar (1998), itinerario agustiniano, 10.000
pensamientos de san agustín, santafé de bogotá, d. c. editorial Kimpres ltda.
• pope Francis. encyclical letter«laudato si’», may 24th. 2015.

▲
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actiVities

actiVitY sHeet. SECONDARY EDUCATION

ecological conversion
Ecological conversion is our response to the urgency of the challenge: an education in ecological
citizenship and an ethical and spiritual journey to reduce our footprint and reverse the
deterioration of the natural and social environments.

We need an ecological conversion "whereby the effects
of their encounter with Jesus christ become evident in
their relationship with the world around them. living our
vocation to be protectors of God’s handiwork is essential to a life of virtue…”(laudato si' 217).
this conversion presupposes a change: we need to work
together; each individual, each community and each entity of the augustinian recollect family (theme for the
Heart-solidarity campaign of arcores).

Moral objectives
1. to understand experientially that the earth is part of our
existence, and that to destroy it is to destroy ourselves.
2. Work as a team to recognize and be aware that people
have different abilities, and that by combining them we
can achieve our objectives.
3. dealing with climate change is not an individual task
but a community one.

Evaluation criteria
thus, within the framework of ecological conversion, the
following directive intends, on the other hand, to examine the impact of the decisions of the young person on
nature and, likewise, to become aware of his role in creation: loving and caring responsibly.
to highlight this impact - often negative - deforestation
in the amazon will be addressed, since pope Francis has
convened the synod of the amazon from 6 to 27 october 2019, as part of the on-going discernment of
laudato si, with the purpose of examining and taking
concrete measures on climate emergency, on the current threats on the lives of the indigenous peoples and
the forests remaining in the amazon region in latin
america (objective for the Heart-solidarity campaign of
arcores).
Finally, to deal concretely with ecological conversion,
the "see-judge-act" method adapted in the catholic
church will be maximized to help christians engage in
their daily realities.

1. to discover and value that christ facilitates a new way
of using reason and freedom, and of expressing the emotion of the person.
2. to emphasize that authority is at the service of truth.
3. to relate the mission of the christian with the creation
of the world.

Contents
1. deforestation in the amazon. am i co-responsible for
the deforestation you are suffering today?
2. learning to analyze a document of the encyclical:
laudato si'.
What is laudato si'? What challenge does pope Francis
make to all humanity in his encyclical letter?
3. the "see-judge-act" method.
dimensional themes: what is an encyclical, responsible
consumers and ecological conversion.
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ACTIVIDADES

Activities, main assignments and work competencies
activities, type and main tasks.

c1

c2

csi thought routine.
reading a testimony.

c4

x

x

c5

x

c6

c7

c8

x

x

x

x

x

criticism of a video.
collective work: see-judge-act.

c3

x
x

listen to a song.

x
x

c1: competence in language communication.

c5: social and civic competence.

c2: competence in mathematical reasoning.

c6: cultural and artistic competence.

x

c3: competence in knowledge and interaction.

c7: competence and attitudes for continuous learning.

with the physical and natural world.

c7: competence and attitudes to continuous learning.

c4: digital competence and information processing.

c8: competence for autonomy and personal initiative.

Methodology

Spaces and resources

1. teacher's explanation of some contents.
2. system of thought and individual work.
model type "cooperative Group":

1. classroom/tables.
2. notebook.
3. audio device.
4. projection/Visual device.
5. markers and red cards.
6. two projected images (deforestation in the amazon, "a
wounded planet earth").

- teacher: organizer, coordinator and adviser.
- students: grouping in "cooperative group".
- connectivity: mainly between students. they choose
their leader/s: coordinator, secretary, people in charge
of material resources, intermediaries to answer
queries; for example, asking the teacher timekeeper,
presenter.
the individual work is alternated with that of the group;
however, the whole group is responsible for the final
work being achieved. everyone must learn from each
other. if one of the group does not know, the whole
group is sanctioned.

Evaluation procedures
1. recognize and distinguish some positive attitudes that
lead to behavioural change.
2. analyze affirmations and various doctrinal documents/references in order to draw a series of conclusions.
3. observe images, being able to translate the author's
message into simple explanations.

Evaluation instruments
Attention to diversity
in this case, since it is a collective type of work, it is understood that attention to diversity must be based on
ensuring the participation of the entire class, and
achieving in each student the task assigned to him/her.

1. summary of students' direct responses to the questions.
2. evaluation guide of the video.
3. observation guide for the criteria of choice and of
teamwork.
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actiVities

deVelopment oF tHe actiVitY For HiGH scHool
2. Observation of a video
the following video can be seen, but before seeing it, the
teacher must indicate to the students that they should
pay attention to the role of the human being in creation,
according to the document laudato si': are we their
rulers and owners?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnfGtcggl0m

3. Collective Work

1. CSI thought routine:
color-symbol-image
https://agenciadenoticias.unal.edu.co/typo3temp/_proce
s s e d _ /c s m _ a g e n c i a d e n o t i c i a s - 2 0 1 7 0 9 2 8 05_01_1c1a65942d.jpg
students are invited to observe the image carefully for a
couple of minutes (the image can be projected). next, the
student has to write down three ideas that arise after
having reflected it. He associates the respective ideas in
the following way: "if you are to choose a colour for your
first idea, what would it be? "if you are to choose a symbol for your second idea, what would it be? Finally, "is
there any other image you can think of in your third
idea?"

the "see-judge-act" method emerged in the catholic social justice praxis to help its members unite their faith
with everyday life.
in this way a group of five people will be formed and the
following sequence is recommended:
SEE: to make a simple analysis of the problems related
to the environment, existing in the respective educational centers. three conflicts that are considered to be the
most important are thought of, and a table-like scheme,
the following is completed.

Problem

Causes

Consequences

all the reflections are put in common. read the following
text and answer the question: What role does the human
being have in nature?

TO JUDGE: based on the christian commandment of love
(love of God and love of neighbor), this question for reflection is presented: What would Jesus do in each situation?

pope Francis has been very concerned since World
Youth day in rio de Janeiro: "We cannot lose the amazon". He has asked the bishops of the amazon to be
courageous and to ask without fear what our catholic
communities need. climate change has taken the form
of very serious, uncontrolled floods or periods of extreme lack of rain. it affects the most vulnerable: the
riverside dwellers and the indigenous communities,
who live in communion with the biological cycles of the
jungle, without reserves, without centers of collection
or distribution (Joaquin pertiñez, augustinian recollect
and bishop of rio branco, amazonas, brazil).

TO ACT: bearing in mind the two previous steps, it is
necessary to look for a concrete solution, or an action
that improves the present situation. do not forget to indicate the person responsible and the solution/s that can
be done. it is advisable to write each action on a red
cardboard in the form of a heart.
Finally, each group must share what they have worked on
in a plenum. then the hearts are placed in a projected
image of "a wounded planet earth", while listening to the
song "sister earth" by laura pauisini.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsmynz8ciiu
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download the game resources at: https://www.arcores.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/materiales-juego-construYendo.zip

our Game

building my world
We will be making a new version of the traditional LUDO. Next we will explain how to
play and what our rules are. We are notifying you that we will be learning to make
"strategic partnership", thinking about creating a better world.

1. Objectives of the game

3. Explanation of the game

1.1. General: to promote the implementation of the objective of creating a better world through the sustainable
development approach promoted by arcores with the
sharing of partnership to achieve the sustainable development Goals(sdG 17).

3.1. the chips are distributed to each player; the player can
choose the one he wants, according to the preferred color:

1.2. specific:
- stimulate through play the learning of our young people.
- motivate young people to create partnerships and
strategies for conflict resolution.
- recognize the other as an important part of my life.
- share the need to build a better world together.

2. General considerations
2.1. in order to play the game, you must have the
following:
- Game board.
- Game chips.
- player card.
- cards with the ten resources and the two jokers (you
must have a resource card). the augustinian joker and
the un joker will be kept by the referee.
- two dice.
- pencils or pens.
2.2. players will no longer be called by their names but by
the name of the country they chose. the names of the
countries they can choose will be those in which the order of augustinian recollects is present: Venezuela, taiwan, sierra leone, dominican republic, united Kingdom,
peru, panama, mexico, italy, Guatemala, philippines, indonesia, united states, spain, china, chile, costa rica,
colombia, brazil and argentina. a player who mentions
the name of another player instead of saying the country
it represents loses the turn.
2.3. number of participants: eight players and one referee.

3.2. each participant has his chip in his hand, the "plaYer's card" will be distributed, a tool that will allow each
player to write down in advance and know when he is
ready to win and the resources he will need to acquire.
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our Game

download the game resources at: https://www.arcores.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/materiales-juego-construYendo.zip

3.3. the "resources" cards will then be dealt at random, one to each player. You will immediately note this
on your plaYer card in the "initial resource" section.
From now on, each participant, with his chip, represents
a country of the world, having to choose the name of his
country and place it in his plaYer card in the section
"created by...". You will notice that each resource has a
different percentage, because it represents the amount
of the resource that your country has; fundamental to
win is that you know how to manage it carefully throughout the game:

the jokers "un and auGustinian" will have the referee of the game. these jokers will enable countries to be
supported with solutions and benefits.

4. The board
it is the physical base on which the whole game is developed. on the next page, you can see a picture of what it's
like.

5.3. each country will start from the "starting point"
within its territory, which will be determined by the
colour chosen. He will move his checker clockwise along
the route of the stars along the white line that demarcates the territories. only the representative of the country taking 1 or 6 on one of the dice can start moving his
chip.
5.4. When a player has to make a stop at the "starting
point" which corresponds to the territory of another
player's country, he will have the opportunity to roll one
of the dice. if one or six dice are rolled, there will be no
conflict. if he does not get one or six, he must reach an
agreement and give the country to which he belongs
some percentage of one of his resources (this must not
be less than 10%). e.g.: the country with the green
checker (brazil), when rolling the dice and advancing,
fell into the starting point box of the purple territory
(philippines); when rolling the dice, it did not get either
one (1) or six (6); therefore, brazil must give the philippines a percentage of any of the resources it has on the
plaYer card. if after two (2) minutes the players have
not reached an agreement, the referee will deduct 5% of
one of their resources from each of the players and then
decide the outcome of the negotiation by awarding a
percentage of one of the resources from one player to
the other, always taking into account the ability to reach
an agreement that each player has demonstrated.
5.5. each time a country falls into the box corresponding to an "initial resource" of another, the owner of this
resource must give a percentage to the country in that
box (this percentage must not be less than 10%). ex:
the country Venezuela (yellow card) has as initial resource "science". argentina (blue card) when advancing fell into the atom, which represents the resource
"science"; for this reason, Venezuela must deliver a
percentage of its "science" to argentina. if after two (2)
minutes the players have not reached an agreement, the
referee will deduct from each of the players 5% of one of
their resources and then decide the outcome of the negotiation by awarding a percentage of one of the resources from one player to the other, always taking into
account the ability to reach an agreement that each
player has demonstrated.

5. Getting Started
5.1. to carry out the game, two dice are required.
5.2. all players have the opportunity to roll the dice. the
player with the highest score starts the game.

5.6. in the event that a player falls into the "auGustinian comodin (wild card)" box, he will get the benefit of
immunity, i.e., if another player falls into the "initial resource" of his country, this player will hand over the joker to the game referee and will not have to offer any per-
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centage of that resource during a round. at the end of
that round, the player will return the auGustinian comodin to the referee. ex: spain as "initial resource" has
"institutions", and in some of the rounds obtained
the card of the augustinian wild card. peru in one of the
following turns falls into the institutions box, but
spain delivers the " auGustinian comodin " card to
the game referee as payment, and must not offer any
percentage of its "initial resource" to spain.
5.7. a player who falls into the multiplicator oF resources box (silver star) may double the percentage
of the last resource obtained. (this rule does not apply
to the player's initial resource). ex: let's suppose that the
last resource obtained is the one of "Values", and the
country that possesses it has granted me 20% of this resource. if, in my next turn, i fall into the "multiplicator oF resources" box, i must add 40% to my Values resource. the country that has this resource as
initial should not subtract any percentage.
5.8. as the game progresses, countries may request to
use the "un comodin". this can only be used once in
the entire game, and will be activated when four coun-

tries have requested it, or in the event that a country has
no resource to deliver. this wild card consists of all the
countries involved in the game will have to meet and
make an alliance to distribute the resources that are in
the un (the remaining two, which were not delivered to
any country at the start of the game). only those countries that at the time of activation have 30% or less of all
resources in their plaYer card will be able to benefit
from this wild card. ex: in the second round, peru and
argentina inform the referee that they request the activation of the un wild card. then, in the fourth round,
spain and brazil report the same. as there are already
four countries that request it, the use of the resource is
activated, and the eight countries that are participating
in the game meet to distribute the resources that the referee has from the beginning of the game among those
that have 30% or less of resources in their plaYer
card. if after two (2) minutes the players have not
reached an agreement, the referee will withdraw 5% of
one of their resources from each of the players, and then
decide the outcome of the negotiation by allocating the
resources equally among the players involved. if an equitable distribution is not possible, the referee will allocate the resources to the players, always taking into account the capacity that each
player has demonstrated to reach
an agreement.
5.9. after crossing the entire
board along the path of the stars
located along the white line that
demarcates the territories, the
country that manages to find itself again in its territory may enter
by the "Final WaY to tHe
Goal" if it has 90% or more
adding all the resources it has in
its plaYer card at that time.
that country that does not have
the corresponding amount of resources to win will have to make
another round to the board, in order to obtain the amount of resources it lacks.
5.10. that country on the "Final
WaY to tHe Goal" will no longer
have to give more resources to
any of the other countries that are
still on the game board.
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How can i collaborate
with the Heart-solidarity campaign?
Donations and contributions collected during the HeartSolidarity Campaign must be deposited in the ARCORES
account that you can find below. Why is it important to do
so? With your contribution, ARCORES will direct all the
proceeds to the different projects according to the needs
of each of the three aid plans. Together we can do more.
Contributions must be sent to ARCORES by bank transfer
to the bank account:

owner: ARCORES - red solidaria internacional.
banco popular - Grupo santander
es36 0075 0241 4806 0079 4829
bic popuesmm. account in usa €
owner: Curia Generalizia dell´Ordine degli Agostiniani
Recolletti
iban: it76F0200805134000005401055
bic swift code: uncritm1731
banco unicredit. account in €

share on social
networks your way
of celebrating the
Heart-solidarity
campaign

owner: ARCORES-Red Solidaria Internacional
iban: es19 0081 0640 6700 7199 0313
bic swift code: bsabesbb
banco sabadell. account in usa $

#Jcs19
You can find this document in digital format at
arcores.org/jornada-de-corazon-solidario

Visit our website: www.arcores.org

